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Born from the vision of former school district Educational 
Technology Director Mike Guerena, ThinkWrite Technologies 
was founded to provide better solutions for classroom audio 
needs. With the integral technological guidance from Emmy 
award-winning audio engineer Mark Howlett, ThinkWrite 
has developed high quality, value-driven headphones and 
headsets that not only provide superior user experience, 
but also withstand the rigors of daily use by students and 
teachers of all ages and sizes. Since its inception just seven 
years ago, ThinkWrite Technologies has grown from a family-
run business to one of the top selling brands in its category, 
continually innovating to meet the ever-changing needs of 
the classroom and beyond.  

OUR STORY 





ELEMENTS
OF DESIGN 
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All ThinkWrite products are developed in-house through a process that incorporates four 
integral elements of design: durability, comfort, sound, and optimization. These elements 
combined with data from studies of human head proportions, varying vocal frequencies, 
and the inner workings of the ear are what make ThinkWrite products unique. Using special 
lightweight blends of flexible, yet durable materials, each model is made to withstand years of 
use (and abuse). Ergonomic designs coupled with innovative refined audio curve technology 
allows for comfortable wear; whether it’s for an hour or all day. From special ear cushion 
contouring to the precision placement of sound drivers, ThinkWrite headphones and headsets 
are built to optimize the user experience while protecting auditory health.
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DURABILITY IN
 EVERY DESIGN

COMFORT
THROUGHOUT

AUDIO
OPTIMIZATION



 ”COMFORT-FIRST“
COMPRESSION HEADBAND

OPTIMIZED
AUDIO CURVE

 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

 ERGONOMICALLY
SHAPED EAR CUSHIONS

 OMNI DIRECTIONAL FLIP
DOWN MICROPHONE

The Ultra Durable Pro headset provides a 
new level of audio quality and unparalleled 
comfort in a specially designed over-
ear model. ThinkWrite’s “comfort-first” 
construction and unique ear cup swivel 
technology minimize external noise 
infiltration while the flip-down omni 
directional microphone boom captures 
diverse vocal qualities and inflections—out 
of chewing range. Utilizing sensitive omni 
capsule technology and 40mm drivers for 
unmatched sound quality, the Ultra Durable 
Pro is the optimal over-ear headset for 
everyday usage, wherever you are.   

TW-210 HEADSET (3.5MM TRRS) | TW-220 HEADSET (USB)

ULTRA DURABLE PRO 
HEADSET
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The Ultra Durable Pro TW200 over-ear 
headphone—featuring unique ear cup 
swivel technology and improved sonic 
quality—was designed for a gentler
listening experience. The soft-contour, 
gapless cushion design insulates the ear
in 360°, directing audio in towards the 
ear canal rather than outside of the cup, 
reducing the possibility of distracting 
neighboring students. A durable design 
coupled with 40mm drivers delivering 
exceptional sound clarity, the TW200 
headphones are built for long-lasting, 
everyday use from the classroom,
office, or home.

 ERGONOMICALLY
SHAPED EAR CUSHIONS

INLINE VOLUME CONTROL
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ULTRA DURABLE PRO
HEADPHONE

TW-200 HEADPHONE (3.5MM TRS JACK)
 ”COMFORT-FIRST“
COMPRESSION HEADBAND

CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

OPTIMIZED
AUDIO CURVE 
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 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

 ERGONOMIC  
SHAPED EAR-CUPS

OMNI DIRECTIONAL
FLIP DOWN MICROPHONE

 DURABLE ABS
PLASTIC FRAME

ULTRA ERGO
HEADSET
TW-110 (3.5MM TRRS Jack)  | TW-120 (USB)

The Ultra Ergo headset combines our 
ergonomic-friendly headphones with 
microphone capabilities for full connectivity 
and hours of comfort. Equipped with 30mm 
drivers delivering extraordinary sound, 
this design provides the ideal amount of 
compression and frequency isolation for 
clear audio without applying unnecessary 
pressure to delicate ears. A flip-down, 
omni-directional microphone boom 
positioned optimally for voice recording 
makes the Ultra Ergo an ideal on-ear 
headset for school testing, in the 
classroom and beyond.



ULTRA ERGO
HEADPHONE

 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

ERGONOMIC SHAPED 
EAR-CUPS

 HI FIDELITY SOUND 
QUALITY

 DURABLE ABS
PLASTIC FRAME

TW-100 HEADPHONE (3.5MM TRS JACK)
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The Ultra Ergo TW100 headphone 
was designed from the ground up 
with the singular goal of creating a 
better sounding, more comfortable 
headphone. Informed by studies of 
the average human head proportions, 
the Ultra Ergo features ergonomically 
angled ear-cups and an optimized 
audio curve for continuous comfort 
and exceptional sound in a lightweight 
construction—for students of all shapes 
and sizes. From in-school testing 
to distance learning, the TW100 will 
last through everyday usage—a first-
rate headphone to keep everyone 
connected.



ULTRA LIGHT
HEADPHONE

ThinkWrite’s Ultra Light headphones have been designed 
specifically for the demands of students in classrooms.
The headphone is constructed with a special ABS plastic 
that ensures maximum lightweight durability. A braided fabric 
cable prevents damage from even the toughest chewers.

 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

 HI FIDELITY
SOUND QUALITY

LIGHTWEIGHT
AND DURABLE
PLASTIC FRAME

TW-50 (3.5MM TRS Jack)
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TW-BC1 (3.5MM TRRS Jack)  | 10 Pack
BREAKAWAY ADAPTERS

The ThinkWrite BreakAway TRRS adapter helps prevent 
pin breakage in your devices. Designed with a flexible 
center, the BreakAway adapter protects devices as a strain 
relief to mitigate broken headphone and headset jacks, as 
well as costly device repairs. Sold in packs of 10.



 WHAT MAKES
ThinkWrite DIFFERENT

ThinkWrite is, above all, a customer-focused company. 
Every detail of the user experience is carefully 
considered and enhanced in all of our designs. We 
don’t confuse customers with exhausting lines of 
the same types of products. Instead, we design the 
best version possible to make decisions easy and 
straightforward. We want each and every customer to 
be fully satisfied with the purchase of our products. 
To show this, we offer a warranty coverage program; 
should an issue arise, we only require a photo of the 
manufacturing defect. We believe every ThinkWrite 
customer deserves top-quality service and care and 
welcome any feedback that helps us improve while 
cultivating audio innovation for the future. 
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info@ThinkWrite.com
www.ThinkWrite.com

ThinkWrite Technologies Warranty
The ThinkWrite Ultra Durable Pro and Ultra Ergo product lines carry a 2 year warranty free from manufacturers defects.

The ThinkWrite Ultra Light product line carries a 1 year warranty free from manufacturers defects.
To access our complete warranty information, please find this via our website at www.ThinkWrite.com. 

For all warranty claims, please email info@ThinkWrite.com


